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S U M M A R Y
A series of ionospheric anomalies following the Sumatra tsunami has been recently reported
in the literature. These anomalies show the signature in the ionosphere of tsunami-generated
internal gravity waves (IGW) propagating in the neutral atmosphere over the ocean. All these
anomalies, observed in the total electron content (TEC) measured by GPS or altimeters, show
geographical heterogeneity in the perturbed TEC amplitude and suggest a dependence on ge-
omagnetic latitude. This latitudinal dependence has been taken into account in the previous
3-D modelling used for the interpretation of the TEC Topex and Jason data. Here we present
an accurate description of the ocean–atmosphere–ionosphere coupling method, and focus on
the properties of the propagation of tsunamigenic IGW in the neutral atmosphere and their
interaction with the ionospheric plasma. The analytical dependence on the geomagnetic field
in the neutral–plasma coupling discussed in detail and quantitative modelling is used to de-
scribe the propagation of a simple tsunami wave at the global scale. What emphasize the role
of geomagnetic field within the neutral–plasma coupling at the equatorial and mid-latitude
regions.

The results, presented here in terms of electron density and TEC variations, show a strong
geometric dependance involving the magnetic field inclination and the propagative direction of
the tsunami. If the strongest electron density and TEC perturbations are located around −15◦,
0◦ and 15◦ North, the structure and amplitude of the modelled perturbation changes in the two
studied cases—south–north and north–south tsunami propagation.

Key words: Numerical solutions; Acoustic-gravity waves; Non-linear electromagnetics;
Ionosphere/atmosphere interactions; Tsunamis; Early warning.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Progress in the detection of ionospheric perturbations has shown that

the ionosphere is sensitive to solid Earth phenomena (i.e. earthquake

and tsunami). Most of the efforts in the last decade have been made in

the detection of the ionospheric signature of surface Rayleigh waves

generated by seismic activity. Signatures of these waves have been

observed in the plasma velocity using Doppler sounding (Tanaka

et al. 1984; Artru et al. 2004) and over-the-horizon (OTH) radar

(Occhipinti 2006) and in the total electron content (TEC) measured

by GPS (Calais & Minster 1995, 1996; Calais et al. 1998; Ducic

et al. 2003; Artru et al. 2005b; Heki & Ping 2005). For a review of

ionospheric seismology based in GPS detection see Lognonné et al.
(2006).

∗
Now at: NASA—Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, M/S

138-308C, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA.

Normal mode theory applied to the 1-D Earth with a non-

isothermal atmosphere, a radiation condition at the top of the model

(Lognonné et al. 1998) and viscous damping (Artru et al. 2001),

reproduces the Doppler sounding (Artru et al. 2004) and OTH radar

(Occhipinti 2006) data with good agreement. However, the interac-

tion between the neutral motion in the atmosphere and the plasma

motion in the ionosphere must be modelled for more accurate solu-

tion, and so far, the plasma velocity measured at the limit between

the E and F ionospheric layers has been assumed to be the same as

the modelled neutral velocity.

This hypothesis is valid at the Doppler and OTH radar sounded

altitude (≈150 km), where the neutral–plasma coupling does not

strongly depend on magnetic inclination, and the transfer of the

velocity from the neutral atmosphere to the ionospheric plasma is

near to one-to-one (Kherani et al. submitted).

The same hypothesis can’t be used in the case of the TEC mea-

sured by GPS, where the plasma density is measured instead of the

plasma velocity. Moreover, the integrated nature of TEC depends

on the entire structure of the ionosphere and does not constrain the
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local perturbations. The effect of the magnetic field in the observed

perturbation becomes large due to the neutral–plasma coupling com-

plexity in the F region.

Concerning tsunami, significant hopes were placed in space re-

mote sensing techniques, especially with the first space altimetry

observation of the tsunami in the open sea (Okal et al. 1999) and the

encouraging work of Artru et al. (2005a) on the detection of tsunami

signature in the ionospheric TEC. The latter work has opened new

perspectives in offshore tsunami detection by ionospheric sounding,

anticipated in the past by Peltier & Hines (1976). In essence, Artru

et al. (2005a) show the TEC perturbation measured by the Japan

GPS dense network (GEONET) appeared 22 hours after the peru-

vian tsunamigenic quake on June 23rd, 2001 (M = 8.4 at 20:33 UT).

The observed ionospheric travelling wave reaches the Japanese coast

with an azimuth and arrival time consistent with tsunami propaga-

tion. Moreover, a period between 22 and 33 min, consistent with the

tsunami, was identified in the observed TEC signals. The tsunami

generated internal gravity waves (IGWs) were, however, superim-

posed by other signals associated with travelling ionospheric distur-

bances (TIDs) (Balthazor & Moffett 1997; Aframovich et al. 2003).

The ionospheric noise is large in the gravity domain (Garcia et al.
2005), so the identification of the tsunami signature in the TEC

requires quantitative modelling.

The giant tsunami following the Sumatra–Andaman event

[M w = 9.3, 0:58:50 UT, 2004 December 26, (Lay et al. 2005)],

an order of magnitude larger than the Peruvian tsunami, provided

worldwide remote sensing observations in the ionosphere, giving the

opportunity to explore ionospheric tsunami detection with a vast

data set. In addition to seismic waves detected by global seismic

networks (Park et al. 2005), coseismic displacement measured by

GPS (Vigny et al. 2005), oceanic sea surface variations measured

by altimetry (Smith et al. 2005), detection of magnetic anomaly

(Iyemori et al. 2005; Balasis & Mandea 2007) and acoustic-gravity

waves (Le Pichon et al. 2005), a series of ionospheric disturbances,

observed with different techniques, have been reported in the recent

literature (DasGupta et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2006a,b; Lognonné et al.
2006; Occhipinti et al. 2006). Two ionospheric anomalies in the

plasma velocities were detected north of the epicentre by a Doppler

sounding network in Taiwan (Liu et al. 2006a). The first was trig-

gered by the vertical displacement induced by Rayleigh waves. The

second, arriving one hour later with a longer period, is interpreted

by Liu et al. (2006a) as the response of ionospheric plasma to the

atmospheric gravity waves generated at the epicentre.

A similarly long period perturbation, with an amplitude of 4

TECU1 peak-to-peak, was observed by GPS stations located on the

coast of India (DasGupta et al. 2006). These perturbations could

be the ionospheric signature of IGWs coupled at sea level with the

tsunami. Comparable TEC observations were done for five GPS sta-

tions (twelve station-satellite couples) scattered in the Indian Ocean

(Liu et al. 2006b). The 30 s differential amplitudes are equal to or

smaller than 0.4 TECU (which generates amplitudes comparable to

the DasGupta et al. (2006) observations for periods of ≈165 min,

i.e. 30 points) and the arrival times are coherent with the tsunami

propagation. The observed satellites were located approximately at

the station zenith.

Close to these observations, the Topex/Poseidon and Jason-1

satellites acquired the key observations of the Sumatra tsunami with

altimetry profiles. The measured sea level displacement is well ex-

plained by tsunami propagation models with realistic bathymetry

1 The TEC is expressed in TEC units (TECU); 1 TECU = 1016 e− m−2.

and provides useful constraints on source mechanism inversions

(e.g. Song et al. 2005). In addition, the inferred TEC data, required

to remove the ionospheric effects from the altimetric measurements

(Bilitza et al. 1996), showed strong anomalies in the integrated elec-

tron density. The modelling proved that the observed anomalies are

induced by the tsunami through its propagation in the ocean, neutral

atmosphere and plasma (Occhipinti et al. 2006).

In this paper, the modelled coupling mechanism between tsunami,

neutral atmosphere and plasma, briefly presented by Occhipinti et al.
(2006), is described in detail with attention paid to the role of Earth’s

magnetic field. The tsunamigenic electron density anomaly depends

on the geomagnetic latitude and is computed here on the global scale

to emphasize the consequent heterogeneity. This description helps

to define the geographical latitude where the perturbation is strongly

visible.

The full theoretical description of the ocean–atmosphere–

ionosphere coupling is presented in two steps—the tsunami-

atmosphere coupling will be treated in section 2, and the neutral–

plasma coupling will be described in Section 3. For more details

about the tsunami propagation modelling in the ocean, see Hébert

et al. (2007).

2 T S U N A M I −AT M O S P H E R E C O U P L I N G

Tsunamis are long period oceanic gravity waves (Satake 2002)—

their frequency is generally much smaller than the atmosheric Brünt-

Vaı̈salla frequency and, in the limit of linear analysis, they generate

internal gravity waves in the overlying atmosphere (Hines 1972;

Lognonné et al. 1998). In other words, the coupling mechanism

does not transfer a significant propagating energy in the acoustic do-

main. As a consequence of this theoretical hypothesis and the slow

propagation velocity of IGW, a Bussinesq approximation, equiva-

lent to incompressible fluid (Spiegel & Veronis 1960), can be used

in the ocean–atmosphere coupling mechanism and tsunami-IGW

propagation.

Under these hypotheses, the response of a non-dispersive and non-

isothermal atmosphere to the velocity variation induced by ocean

vertical displacement, can be described using 3-D Eulerian equa-

tions for irrotational and inviscid flow (Nappo 2002):

∂ux1

∂t
+ ux0

∂ux1

∂x
+ uy0

∂ux1

∂y
+ uz1

∂ux0

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂ P1

∂x
, (1)

∂uy1

∂t
+ ux0

∂uy1

∂x
+ uy0

∂uy1

∂y
+ uz1

∂uy0

∂z
= − 1

ρ0

∂ P1

∂y
, (2)

∂uz1

∂t
+ ux0

∂uz1

∂x
+ uy0

∂uz1

∂y
= − 1

ρ0

∂ P1

∂z
− ρ1

ρ0

g, (3)

∂ux1

∂x
+ ∂uy1

∂y
+ ∂uz1

∂z
= 0, (4)

∂ρ1

∂t
+ ux0

∂ρ1

∂x
+ uy0

∂ρ1

∂y
+ uz1

∂ρ0

∂z
= 0. (5)

The three components of the velocity vector u x , u y , u z , the pressure

P and neutral density ρ are the variables taken in our problem. Fol-

lowing the perturbation theory (e.g. Landau & Lifs̆itc 1975), each

involved variable (u x , u y , u z , P , ρ) is broken up in the form q(x ,

y, z, t) = q 0(z) + q 1(x , y, z, t), where q 0(z) is the unperturbed

term with horizontal stratification and q 1(x , y, z, t) is the perturbed

term, small on the unperturbed basic state. Here the equations are
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linearized at the first-order perturbation.2 Eqs (1)–(3) are the three

components of the Navier–Stokes equation in the adiabatic case ne-

glecting Earth’s rotation, and (4) is the analytical expression of the

incompressible hypothesis. The last one (5), is the continuity equa-

tion. In the showed equations g is the z-component of gravity accel-

eration, considered unperturbed in the cowling hypothesis (Cowling

1941), and depending only on z; u x0 and u y0 are the two components

of horizontal background winds. The vertical background wind u z0

is neglected, as it is generally much smaller than the horizontal ones.

All the unperturbed parameters describing the neutral atmosphere

(nominally ρ 0, showed in Fig. A1, u x0 and u y0) are obtained from

the empirical model NRLMSISE-00 (Picone et al. 2002).

In this paper, we neglect the curvature of the Earth, and therefore,

all equations are expressed in a Cartesian 3-D frame where x̂, ŷ and

ẑ are eastwards, northwards and upwards, respectively. Only the

vertical velocity of sea surface displacement generates atmospheric

disturbances when the interface between the ocean and atmosphere

is assumed to be flat and without a boundary layer (Hines 1972;

Peltier & Hines 1976). By a Fourier transformation in 2-D (x , y)

and time (t), we decompose the perturbation fields in plane waves

with horizontal wavenumbers k x , k y and wave angular frequency ω;

consequently, the variables stated above are rewritten in the form

u j1(x, y, z, t) = ũ j (z)ei(kx x+ky y−ωt),

where j = x, y, z,

ρ1(x, y, z, t) = ρ̃(z)ei(kx x+ky y−ωt),

P1(x, y, z, t) = P̃(z)ei(kx x+ky y−ωt).

In the frequency domain, eqs (1)–(5) can be expressed through the

vertical propagator dV
dz = A ·V explicitly described by the following

vector V and matrix A:

V =
(

ũ∗
z

P̃∗

)
,

A =
[
− 1

�

(
kx

dux0

dz + ky
duy0

dz

)
1
2

d ln ρ0

dz − i(k2
x +k2

y )

�

i
(
� + g

�

d ln ρ0

dz

) − 1
2

d ln ρ0

dz

]
.

Here, ũ∗
z = √

ρ0ũz and P̃∗ = P̃√
ρ0

are the renormalized vertical

velocity and pressure. The former is homogeneous to the square-

root of energy—during the vertical propagation both variables are

free of the exponential amplification induced by vertical decrease

of density ρ 0. � = ω − u x0k x − u y0k y is the intrinsic frequency

relative to the flow induced by the horizontal wind (Nappo 2002).

As we are focusing on the role of geomagnetic field, the effect of

the winds in the IGW propagation is not emphasized in this paper,

but it can theoretically introduce a partial enlargement of the IGW

amplitude during the propagation against the wind (Sun et al. 2007).

The propagation of the tsunami signal in the atmosphere starts

at the ocean–atmosphere surface and the boundary condition is ex-

pressed by the continuity of vertical displacement; in other words

ũz , injected in the vertical propagator, is the 3-D Fourier transform

of the velocity field u z(x , y, t) induced by the tsunami at sea surface.

The initial condition for pressure P̃∗ is obtained from the propaga-

tor using a total spectral analysis in four dimensions (x , y, z, t).
The value of k z is known at the ocean–atmosphere interface (z =
0). Consequently, P̃∗ depends here on ũ∗

z , the angular frequency ω,

the neutral density background ρ 0 and the three wavelengths k x , k y ,

2 The validity of linear theory in the propagation of IGWs in the neutral

atmosphere is discussed by Dörnbrack & Nappo (1997).

and k z :

P̃∗ = i(
k2

x + k2
y

)(
kx

dux0

dz
+ ky

duy0

dz
+ �kz+

−1

2
�

d ln ρ0

dz

)
ũ∗

z ,

where

kz = √
k2

z if k2
z ≥ 0,

kz = i
√−k2

z if k2
z ≤ 0, (6)

and

k2
z = (

k2
x + k2

y

)( N 2

ω2
− 1

)
−

(
N 2

2g

)2

,

where N 2 = −g d ln ρ0

dz is the Brünt-Vaıssala frequency.

Only the contribution corresponding to the spectrum portion with

real k z values (eq. 6) is taken into account in the propagation. The

evanescent waves, the reflected downwards waves and the effect of

the IGW to the tsunami itself are neglected in this work in accordance

with previous works (Peltier & Hines 1976).

As show in Fig. 1, the filtering produced by the k z selection

loses less than 10 per cent of the energy contained in the tsunami

signal. The power spectrum computed along ω for each couple

(k x , k y) shows that only the high frequency noise is trapped in

the atmospheric filtering induced by the propagator. Similar re-

sults for IGW propagation from the surface to 300 km of altitude

have been recently obtained by Sun et al. (2007) with an equiv-

alent pseudospectral propagator including viscosity and thermal

conductivity.

Modes resulting from our propagator, for a given period T and

horizontal wavelength λh =
√

λ2
x + λ2

y , are shown in Fig. 2 for hor-

izontal velocity uh =
√

u2
x + u2

y , vertical velocity u z , pressure P1

and density ρ 1. The numerical non-isothermal modes are compared

with the analytical solution obtained for an isothermal atmosphere.

We observe in the non-isothermal modes the presence of the ther-

mopause, located at about 125 km, where the isothermal hypothesis

ceases to be valid.

Below the thermopause, most of the energy is concentrated in

the density, pressure and horizontal velocity fields; above the ther-

mopause, the energy migrates from pressure, density and horizon-

tal velocity modes to the vertical velocity mode—its amplitude

increases by about 50 per cent. The increase in wavelength with

altitude is an expected effect of non-isothermal atmosphere. We re-

call in the Appendix A the isothermal case, used as a benchmark to

validate the numerical solution.

The bathymetry, for a given period T , imposes the horizontal

wavelength λh of the tsunami as the latter depends on the depth of

the ocean H water [λh = T
√

gHwater (Satake 2002)]. Therefore, it

also affects the vertical propagation of the tsunami-IGW. The mode

dependance of oceanic depths H water, for a tsunami wave with a

fixed period of 10 min, is shown in Fig. 2. The group velocity can

also be computed, as well as the traveltime necessary for reaching

300 km of altitude, the typical location of the maximum of ioniza-

tion. Note that the ionosphere is reached earlier when the tsunami

wave is offshore than when it is propagating through shallow water,

near the coast (Fig. 3).

A complete 3-D modelling is shown in Fig. 4 for a simple case

of a cylindrical tsunami wave generated by a point source with a

dominant wavelength of 180 km and period of 15 min. The conse-

quent horizontal phase/group velocity is 200 m s−1 corresponding

C© 2008 The Authors, GJI
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Figure 1. Spectral analysis of the Sumatra tsunami used here as a benchmark to test the filtering effect induced by the numerical propagator. On the left-hand

panel: vertical wavelength λz = 2π
kz

, where k z is solution of eq. (6). The white dotted line shows the limit of the transferred energy from the ocean into the

atmosphere. Central panel: power spectrum computed along ω for each couple (k x , k y ). The colour scale is saturated to emphasize the noise level, indeed the

maximum value of the ω power spectrum is ≈90 m2 s. The vertical propagation preserves the tsunami energy losing only the high frequency noise. Right-hand

panel: total power spectrum (m2) of the tsunami signal. During the propagation less than 10 per cent of the transmitted energy is lost by the filter effect. The red

outline marks the initial energy transmitted in the atmosphere. The red outline emphasizes that before the thermopause (≈125 km) the isothermal hypothesis

is acceptable, and at this altitude part of the transmitted energy is reflected for the first time.

Figure 2. Left-hand panel: Vertical and horizontal components of the veloc-

ity, the density and the pressure modes computed by the described vertical

propagator with a non-isothermal atmosphere (top). The analytical solution

modes for isothermal atmosphere are shown on the bottom figure. The real

(red) and imaginary (green) components are shown. The period and hor-

izontal wavelength are 10 min and 94 km, respectively. Right-hand panel:

The real component of non-isothermal modes (vertical component of the ve-

locity) with a period of 10 min and different horizontal wavelengths (colour

scale in km). The dependence on the ocean deep H water is emphasize. All the

modes showed here are normalized to be free of the effect of the exponential

amplification induced by vertical decrease of density ρ0.

to a tsunami propagating in about 4100 m of water depth. The in-

version of the velocity with altitude (wind shear), typical of IGWs

structure (Schunk & Nagy 2000), is highlighted by the vertical cross-

section. This simple example clearly shows the upward propagation

Figure 3. Propagation time of IGWs in the atmosphere generated by an

oceanic tsunami with a characteristic period of 10 min. The time variation

along the abscissa, put in evidence the bathymetry effect: The atmospheric

upward propagation is faster when the tsunami is offshore.

of tsunamigenic IGWs and the time to reach 100 km of altitude

where the IGW starts to interact with the ionosphere (≈30 min

for the assumed frequency and wavelength). The right-hand side of

Fig. 2 shows the wavelength variation during the upward propaga-

tion, and the consequent propagation time to reach the ionosphere is

shown in Fig. 3. Note that propagation time depends not only on the

tsunami period but also on the ocean depth. Indeed, signals in the

ionosphere have been observed just 15 min after the tsunami gener-

ation in the case of Sumatra event (Occhipinti 2006). In Fig. 5 (and

C© 2008 The Authors, GJI
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Figure 4. Vertical component of atmospheric normalized velocity

(v
√

ρ0, [m s−1
√

kg m−3]) perturbed by tsunamigenic IGWs for a simple

cylindrical wave case. Inversions of velocity with altitude (wind shear) typ-

ical of IGWs are clearly shown in the vertical cross-section.

movie SM1 see the Supplementary Material in the online journal)

a 2-D IGW modelling induced by a simple tsunami propagation in

the global scale is shown. For a more realistic case, e.g. the Sumatra

tsunami, see Occhipinti et al. (2006).

3 N E U T R A L −P L A S M A C O U P L I N G

The propagation of IGW in the neutral atmosphere is known to pro-

duce irregularities in the ionospheric plasma (i.e. TIDs), and some

studies of the nature of this connection have been made in the past

using different assumptions. The first theoretical remarks presented

by Hines (1960) proposed the link between IGWs, propagating in the

neutral atmosphere, and TIDs, observed in the ionospheric plasma.

The following quantitative works (Hooke 1968) started to take into

account and analysing the effect of the specific geometry of the

measured TEC in the TID observations (Georges & Hooke 1970;

Davis 1973).

Recently, TIDs have been extensively modelled (Balthazor &

Moffett 1997; Huang et al. 1998) to explain the improved observa-

tions (Ogawa et al. 2002; Saito et al. 2002), but, excluding Peltier &

Hines (1976) and Occhipinti et al. (2006), no theoretical work anal-

ysed the effect of tsunamigenic IGWs on the ionospheric plasma. To

perform the plasma perturbation produced by the effect of tsunamis,

we use a dynamic 3-D ionospheric model (Kherani et al. 2004, 2005)

under the effect of tsunamigenic IGWs described in the previous

section.

We solve the hydromagnetic eqs (7) and (8) (Kelley 1989) for the

three principal ions i present in the ionospheric plasma (O +
2 , NO+

and O+ for i = 1, 2, 3, respectively) and under the effect of the

neutral velocity 	vn perturbation produced by the IGW propagation.

The induced plasma velocity v i for each ion i is taken equal to zero in

the unperturbed state. The induced ion pressure and ion density are

pi and ρ i , respectively. The initial density distributions of the three

ion species and the electrons, as well as the collision frequency

between neutral and ion, μin, are shown in Fig. A2. The electric,

magnetic and gravity fields are 	E, 	B and 	g, respectively.

The associated equations can be written as:

∂ni

∂t
+ ∇ · (ni 	vi ) = ±βni − αn2

i , (7)

ρi
d	vi

dt
= −∇ pi + ρi 	g + ni qi

( 	E + 	vi × 	B)
−ρiμin

(	vi − 	vn

)
, (8)

ne =
3∑

i=1

ni . (9)

The terms in the right-hand side of continuity eq. (7) correspond

to the chemical ion loss by the charge exchange process (β) and

the dissociative recombination (α) process. As shown by Occhipinti

et al. (2006), these effects do not play a primary role in the amplitude

of the ionospheric signature of a tsunami-IGW. However, this is

fully taken into account because of the critical role they play in the

ion equilibrium and the long term evolution of the plasma density

after being perturbed by the tsunami-IGWs. The explicit chemical

reactions taken into account are:

O+
2 + e− α→ O + O,

NO+ + e− α→ N + O,

O+ + O2

β→ O+
2 + O,

O+ + NO
β→ NO+ + O.

Here α is taken into account only for molecular ions, and β has

a sign consistent with density increasing for molecular ions (O+
2 ,

NO+) and decreasing for atomic ion (O+). The acceleration term in

the momentum equation (eq. 8) can be neglected for gravity wave

propagation (Hooke 1968; Davis 1973) as the frequency is much

smaller that the magnetic gyro-frequency �i = qniB/ρ i . This ap-

proximation supplies the linear dependence between the ion velocity

	vi and neutral velocity 	vn :

vi‖ = vn‖ − Ki‖
ρiμin

, (10)

vi = vn + �i

μin

vi⊥ + Ki
ρiμin

, (11)

vi⊥ = vn⊥ − �i

μin

vi + Ki⊥
ρiμin

, (12)

where (K i‖, K i, K i⊥) are the three components of the forcing term
	K independent of the magnetic field:

	K = −∇ pi + ρi 	g + ni qi 	E .

The indexes denote the parallel ‖ and perpendicular (, ⊥) com-

ponents to the magnetic field 	B = (B, 0, 0) in a direct vector

basis.
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Figure 5. Neutral and ion normalized velocity (v
√

ρ0, [m s−1
√

kg m−3]) induced by tsunamigenic IGW propagation at 288 min : 20 s (top panel) and 480 min

(bottom panel). The shown plasma velocity is the sum of the velocities of the three ion species O+, O+
2 and NO+. The plasma model starts at 90 km and its

limit is highlighted in the neutral plot by the dotted black line. The blue lines in the small plots show the vertical (left-hand part) and horizontal (right-hand

part) velocity perturbation at the sea level produced by the tsunami. The characteristic period of the simulated tsunami is ≈20 min and its horizontal wavelength

≈230 km. Clearly evident is the dependence of magnetic inclination (I = [−40◦ : 20◦], with I = 0◦ close to 10◦N, see Fig. A3) in the horizontal component

of ion velocity. The complete movie is included in Supplementary Materials (see footnote 3).

We observe that only the perpendicular components of the ion

velocity are affected by the magnetic field by the way of the mag-

netic gyro-frequency �i = qniB/ρ i . To understand the nature of ion

velocity induced by the tsunamigenic IGWs, an example is shown

in the Fig. 5 in two time steps. The shown vertical and horizontal

components of the velocity are derived from eqs (10) to (12) by

considering a simple tsunami (wave package with a principal pe-

riod of 20 min and wavelength of 230 km) moving in the northward

direction. Note that the momentum transfer is maximum in horizon-

tal direction near the geomagnetic equator while it is maximum in

vertical direction far way from the equator. This indicates that the

IGW velocity component parallel to the geomagnetic field is very

important for significant coupling with the ionosphere. This effect

increases with altitude as the ratio �i/μi increases. Thus, in the E
region, this effect is minimum and coupling is mainly dictated by the

IGW amplitude. The effect of the geomagnetic field increases with

altitude and the IGW component parallel to field lines becomes

important for the coupling in the F region. We also note that the

coupling does not increases indefinitely, since at higher altitude, the

collision frequency becomes very small, leading to the inefficient

communication between IGWs and ionospheric plasma. Also, the

ionospheric density and IGWs amplitude becomes small at higher

altitudes, which further reduces the coupling.

Since the momentum transfer in the E region is unaffected by

the magnetic field inclination, unlike in the F region, the ampli-

tude of ion velocity v i reflects the neutral velocity vn . This result
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Figure 6. Ionospheric model under the effect of neutral motion produced by tsunami-generated IGWs shown in the Fig. 5 at 480 min. The ionospheric electron

density and its variation from the unperturbed model are shown on the top left-hand panel and bottom left-hand panel, respectively. On the right-hand side,O+,

O+
2 and NO+ ion densities are shown from top to bottom. The complete ionospheric model evolution under the effect of IGWs is showed in the Supplementary

Material (see footnote 3).

confirms the one-to-one correspondence observed by Doppler

sounding (Artru et al. 2004) and OTH radar (Occhipinti 2006).

In the next step, the ion densities ni for the three species are

obtained using the computed ion velocities 	vi and solving the non-

linear continuity eq. (7) by a space–time finite-differences solver

(Kherani et al. 2005). The electron density ne is extrapolated from

ion densities ni using the hypothesis of charge neutrality (9).

Physically, to resume, the neutral atmospheric motion 	vn induces

fluctuations in the plasma velocity 	vi (Fig. 5). Indeed, changes in the

wind direction, produced by the typical structure of IGWs, induce

either increasing and decreasing of plasma density forming layers in

the ionosphere by wind-shear mechanism (Fig. 6). This mechanism

is also known to be responsible for the sporadic E and mid-latitude

layers inducing local electron density variations higher than 80 per

cent of the local value (Schunk & Nagy 2000). The momentum

transfer from 	vn to 	vi is primarily dominated by the frictional term

driven by collision frequency μin and by the Lorentz term associated

with the Earth magnetic and electric field ( 	B and 	E). The electric

field polarization, under the effect of IGWs, is computed in this

modelling but his effect on the resulting perturbation of ion veloc-

ities, and ion’s and electron’s densities is negligible. In contrary to

the electric field E, the magnetic field B is considered unperturbed

in this study.

The results of the ionospheric simulation shown in Fig. 5 are

presented in terms of ion and electron density variations in Fig. 6.

In accordance with the ionosphere composition, we observe that the

atomic ion O+ is more perturbed than the molecular ions NO+ and

O+
2 . Indeed, O+ is the most common ion in the F region, where the

tsunami signature is prominently observed.

Both Table 1 and Fig. 7 resume the N e perturbation induced by the

IGW neutral motion in the equator and mid-latitudes. Here the N e

perturbations produced by the horizontal and vertical components

of IGW have been computed separately for academic purposes. We

deduce that the plasma density variations in the high ionosphere are

mainly driven by the horizontal component of IGW; the effect of

this, as previously discussed, reaches a maximum when it is parallel

to the magnetic field.

In the E region, the role of the geomagnetic field is less perceptible

and the contributions of horizontal and vertical components of the

IGW are comparable. We deduce the weak B dependence of the

vertical component of the IGW: no differences are observed between

the E and F regions, as well as between the equatorial and mid-

latitude regions. A north–south dichotomy appears, driven by the

northward tsunami propagation.

To explore this dichotomy, the southward tsunami propagation

case is presented. In the Northern Hemisphere, the electron density

perturbation does not exceed 10 per cent in both E and F regions;

however, when the tsunami travels south of −10◦N, the electron den-

sity perturbation becomes much larger, reaching amplitudes of 80

per cent of the local density, and then goes to zero when the IGW go

over the equatorial anomaly. In addition, the perturbation is located

more to the south and closer to the maximum of ionization than in

the northward propagation case, implying a stronger perturbation in

the TEC (Figs 8 and 9, Table 2).

This effect has been partially observed by Topex/Poseidon and

Jason-1 and is described by Occhipinti et al. (2006) as a conse-

quence of a complete development of mature IGWs in the neutral

atmosphere. Here, we conclude that this effect is a consequence of

the magnetic field and we emphasize the role of the propagation

direction and geometric structure of the tsunami in the ionospheric

response.

In Fig. 9, the described case for the northward and southward

tsunami propagations are shown in terms of TEC perturbations. In

both cases, the modelling shows TEC perturbations in order of a

fraction of TEC-unit (TECU) coherent with the GPS observations

(DasGupta et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2006b; Lognonné et al. 2006).

In the northward case, the perturbation is negative and amplitude

has its first negative peak at the geographic equator and a second

decrease in amplitude near the magnetic equator (see Appendix B

for magnetic field inclination, Fig. A3).

The southward tsunami propagation shows a different signature

in the ionospheric plasma (Fig. 8) and, as described above, the cor-

respondent TEC perturbation appears positive and has a more lo-

calized strong amplification than in the northward case (Fig. 9).
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Figure 7. Latitudinal dependance of the local maximal and minimal electron density perturbation in the F (top panel) and E (bottom panel) regions produced

by IGWs coupled with a northward tsunami propagating. The vertical displacement at sea level is in order of 25 cm. The black line shows the realistic response

produced by IGWs. The grey lines, show the hypothetical perturbation induced by th only vertical (light-grey) and horizontal (dark-grey) components of IGW

velocity. The F-region perturbation is strongly dependent on magnetic inclination (I = [−40◦ : 20◦], with I = 0◦ near 10◦N, see Fig. A3); in contrast, in the

E-region, after the formation of IGWs, the amplitude perturbation is less-dependent of geomagnetic latitude. Each line (i.e. black, light-grey, dark-grey) shows

the maximum (above zero) and the minimum (below zero) perturbation.

In this computation, the geometrical dispersion of the tsunami

propagation is not taken into account, and the amplitude of vertical

displacement at the sea surface is of order 25 cm during the whole

propagation, this value is a good estimation of the mean displace-

ment produced by Sumatra tsunami in the Indian Ocean.

The principal direction of the Sumatra tsunami propagation in

the India Ocean, near the location of Topex and Jason observations,

is South-West; this explain why in the more realistic modelling of

Occhipinti et al. (2006) appears a strong perturbation in the TEC,

similar to ones observed in the southward case, and coherent in

latitude location. Unfortunately, the strong TEC perturbation located

Table 1. Local density perturbation in the E and F regions, and vertical TEC (V-TEC) perturbation produced by the propagation

of IGW shown in the Fig. 5 for the realistic case u z + uh and the two demonstrative cases, uh and u z , where only one component

of the IGW velocity was used.

Equatorial region Mid-latitude

u z uh u z + uh u z uh u z + uh

(per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent) (per cent)

E-region −2:2 −2:10 −2:10 −2:2 −2:10 −2:10

F-region −2:2 −80:60 −80:50 −2:2 −20:2 −20:2

V-TEC −0.7:0.01 TECU −0.4:0.01TECU

in the Southern Hemisphere modelled by Occhipinti et al. (2006) is

only partially observed by Topex/Poseidon and Jason-1: the passages

of the two satellites in the zone around ≈ − 10◦N of latitude happen

only during the formation of the perturbation.

In agreement with the realistic modelling of the Sumatra tsunami

by Occhipinti et al. (2006), the amplitudes of TEC and electron

density perturbations shown here are strongly increased between

−20◦ and 20◦N latitude. If the amplitude variations in the electron

density perturbations, and consequent TEC, are stronger in a re-

alistic tsunami, this is the effect of the non-linear evolution of the

ion densities. The geometrical heterogeneity induced by the tsunami
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Figure 8. Ionospheric perturbations produced by southward tsunami propagation. As in Fig. 6, the perturbed electron and ions densities are shown in the four

panels. We observe a strong perturbation located in the South Hemisphere above 300 km altitude; whereas, for northward tsunami propagation, the maximum

perturbation is observed in the equatorial region and below 300 km altitude. The snapshot is taken at 413 min and 20 s. The complete ionospheric model

evolution under the effect of southward IGWs is shown in the Supplementary Material (see footnote 3).

Figure 9. Superimposition of the vertical TEC variation curves. Each one-colour curve shows the vertical TEC variation induced by IGWs coupled at the

oceanic surface with a tsunami moving northwards and southwards for the top and bottom panels, respectively. The complete propagation time is 558 min,

allowing the tsunami wave front to move from −30◦N to 30◦N in latitude (northward case) and 30◦N to −30◦N (southward case). For example, Fig. 5 shows

two snapshots of the northward propagation of tsunamigenic IGW at 288 min : 20 s and 480 min. The colours indicate the position of the tsunami wave front at

the sea surface during the 558 min of its propagation. The dotted lines show four chosen TEC variation curves produced when the tsunami is located at −10◦N,

0◦N, 10◦N and 20◦N of latitude for the northward case and 10◦N, 0◦N, −10◦N and −20◦N for the southward case, respectively.
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Table 2. Local density perturbation in the E and F regions, and vertical TEC

(V-TEC) perturbation produced by the IGW coupled with the southward

tsunami. This table resume Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 (bottom). Contrary to Table 1

only the complete case u z + uh is showed here.

[−20◦:−10◦] Region Elsewhere

u z + uh u z + uh

(per cent) (per cent)

E-region −3:3 −3:3

F-region −20:95 −3:3

V-TEC −0.004:0.75 TECU −0.04:0.01 TECU

waveform (Occhipinti et al. 2006) adds to the latitude dependence

driven by the magnetic field, highlighting the difficulties in the iden-

tification of tsunami signature in the ionosphere.

In summary, the sensitivity of modern ionospheric sounders (i.e.

GPS, OTH radar, Doppler sounding, backscattered radar, etc.) with

the help of the modelling described here can overcome the identifi-

cation difficulties and be of considerable aid to the classical methods

in oceanic monitoring and tsunami warning systems.

4 C O N C L U S I O N S

The theoretical analysis of the energy exchange between ocean, neu-

tral atmosphere and ionospheric plasma presented here shows that

the ionospheric signature produced by a tsunami can be quantita-

tively calculated. The accurate study of these tsunamigenic phe-

nomena reveals a latitude dependence on the electron density per-

turbation, driven by the Earth’s magnetic field. This heterogeneity

is consistent with the observations reported in the recent literature

that followed the Sumatra tsunami (Liu et al. 2006b; Occhipinti

et al. 2006). We highlight the facilities in detection of tsunamis via

ionospheric sounding in the equatorial zone between 20◦S and 20◦N

due to the parallel configuration between the horizontal component

of neutral velocity of tsunamigenic IGWs and the magnetic field.

This equatorial zone includes most of the countries on the Indian

ocean reached by the Sumatra tsunami (e.g. Indonesia, Sri Lanka,

South of India and Thailand). Notwithstanding the heterogeneity in

the tsunamigenic response of the ionosphere, the detection at the

middle and hight latitudes (after 20◦) is possible.

The sensitivity of the TEC measured by GPS can be affected by

the high noise level in the gravity frequency domain (<0.1 TECU)

(Garcia et al. 2005), anyway, the hight density coverage of the GPS

stations (e.g. Japan) can help the data analysis looking the coherence

of the ionospheric perturbation with the tsunami propagation.

We also note that, in contrast to the perturbed electron density,

the tsunamigenic anomaly in the plasma velocity located in the

Table 3. Disastrous tsunamis in the last centuries and the ionospheric sounding techniques suggested to improve the tsunami

warning system. Note that all the network and instrument proposed already exist and don’t need hardware implementations,

however, most of them don’t operate in real time.

Location Event Death toll Proposed techniques

Indonesia Sumatra, 2004 December 26 130 736 GPS

Japan from 1605 to 1933 108 000 GPS dense network

Portugal and Marocco Lisbon, 1975 November 1 100 000 OTH radar

Italy Messina, 1908 December 28 70 000 (earthquake and tsunami) OTH radar

Hawaii from 1946 to 1968 ∼1000 GPS

Sri Lanka Sumatra, 2004 December 26 35 322 GPS

India Sumatra, 2004 December 26 12 405 GPS

Thailand Sumatra, 2004 December 26 5395 GPS

Rest of Indian Ocean Sumatra, 2004 December 26 309 GPS

E-region is independent of the geomagnetic field. This result shows

that the instruments sounding the E-region—such as Doppler sound-

ing, OTH radars or incoherent scatter radars—can be useful tools

in the tsunami detection by the way of ionospheric sounding in the

E-region. In particular, our attention is turned to the coverage of

OTH radars able to sound large portions of the ionosphere over-

looking the tsunamigenic zones (e.g. the OTH radar Nostradamus

covering the Mediterranean Sea). In addition, the propagation time

that IGWs need to reach the E-region is substantially shorter than

the time to reach the F-region.

Table 3 describes the zones strongly reached by tsunami in the

last centuries and proposes useful ionospheric sounding techniques.

All technical suggestions are based on existing networks. We also

imagine these two technics work together in a joint inversion of

ionospheric parameters to reconstruct the entire 3-D perturbation

produced in the ionosphere by tsunamis. Dense GPS network have

recently been used to perform a ionospheric tomography (Garcia

et al. 2005) based on the inversion of TEC measurements. Un-

fortunately, the high frequency of the GPS signals (L 1 = 1575.42

MHz and L 2 = 1227.6 MHz) only allow the accurate reconstruc-

tion of the ionospheric heterogeneity near the maximum of ioniza-

tion located in the F-region around 300 km. The sensitivity of OTH

radar to the variations of ionospheric parameters in the E-region

(Occhipinti 2006) can improve the GPS tomography resolution

(Fridman & Nickisch 2001).

These results open new perspectives for future ocean monitor-

ing and improved tsunami warning systems helped by ionospheric

sounding using GPS stations as well as OTH radars. Anyway, with a

critic constructive optic, we emphasize the limits of the ionospheric

sounding in the tsunami detection. First, as showed here, the rela-

tionship between the TEC perturbation observed by GPS and the

amplitude of the sea surface displacement is not linear. Theoreti-

cally, this relationship is linear sounding at the E-region by OTH

radars but, at the present, only the signature of Rayleigh waves has

been observed with this instrument (Occhipinti 2006). Second, the

propagation time of acoustic-gravity waves from the sea surface to

the ionospheric heights allows the use of the ionospheric monitoring

only for tsunami warning confirmation purpose and for following

the tsunami propagation on the open sea.

Both of these limits may be reduced by exploring the tsunami–

atmophere–ionosphere coupling in more detail. In particular, we

emphasize that the presented coupling method, working principally

in the gravity domain, accurately reproduces the signature in the

ionosphere produced by the tsunami propagation in the open sea.

Close to the epicentre of tsunamigenic Earthquakes, where a more

complex signal is transfered in the atmosphere (in both, the acoustic

and gravity domain) the equations must to be solved without the
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Businesq approximation in the neutral atmosphere and taking into

account the acceleration terms in the momentum equation for plasma

ions. These issues highlight the future directions of modelling and

data analysis on tsunamigenic ionospheric perturbations to estimate

the sea level anomaly and aid in the tsunami warning by the way of

ionospheric sounding.
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A P P E N D I X A : I S O T H E R M A L C A S E

In the case of an isothermal atmosphere, the propagation of internal

gravity waves generated at the ground level has an analytical solution

(Nappo 2002). In this case, the atmospheric density takes the form

ρ(z) = ρ0e
−z g

RTA = ρ0e
− z

H0 , (A1)

where R is the universal gas constant for dry air, T A is the average

value of the isothermal atmosphere (≈273 K), ρ 0 the initial den-

sity at the base of the atmosphere (1.225 kg m−3) and H 0 = RT A/g
the isothermal high scale of the atmosphere. For the standard atmo-

sphere H 0 = 8 km (USSA 1976).

In the isothermal approximation the vertical wave vector k z is

determinated by the horizontal wave vector k x and the angular fre-

quency ω of the tsunami at the sea level,

k2
z = k2

x

(
g

H0ω2
− 1

4k2
x H 2

0

− 1

)
.

Consequently, the solution of the vertical velocity perturbation pro-

duced by the tsunami in the atmosphere take the form

uz(z, t) = uz0e
z

2H0 e−i(kz z+ωt).

The vertical velocity perturbation produced by the tsunami at the

sea surface (z = 0) can be used as initial boundary condition of our

numerical propagator. In this case, the realistic atmosphere from

the empirical model NRLMSISE-00 (Picone et al. 2002) can be

replaced by the isothermal atmosphere based on eq. (A1) in or-

der to numerically reproduce the isothermal analytical solution.

Figure A1. Three left-hand panels: Vertical velocity modes uz
√

ρ0 obtained by the numerical propagator and the analytical solution in the left and centre

panels, respectively. The difference between the analytical and numerical solution is shown on the right-hand panel. Imaginary (green) and real (red) part of

the modes are shown, in the right-hand panel the two lines are superimposed. Right-hand panel: isothermal density of the atmosphere obtained from eq. (A1)

(grey) compared with the realistic atmosphere from NRLMSISE-00 empirical model (black).
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Figure A2. Ionospheric parameter profiles: Ion-molecular exchange frequency β (left-hand panel); the three ion species, O+, NO+, O+
2 and electron e−

densities (central panel); the neutral-ion μin and neutral-electron μen collision frequencies (right-hand panel).

Figure A3. Magnetic field inclination from geomagnetic global model IGRF. The magnetic inclination is shown at 0◦ longitude. At this longitude the magnetic

equator is located near 10◦ of latitude.

The analytical and numerical solution are compared in Fig. A1, for

t = 0 and uz0
√

ρ0 = 1, to prove the validity of our propagator.

A P P E N D I X B : G E O M A G N E T I C A N D

I O N O S P H E R I C PA R A M E T E R S

The 3-D ionospheric and geomagnetic models (parameters and

background) used in the plasma eqs (7)–(9) are based on the IRI

model (Bilitza 2001) for ions ni and electron ne densities; on the

SAMI model (Huba et al. 2000) for exchange frequency β and α,

collision frequencies μin and μen; and on the IGRF model for the

geomagnetic field (Lowes 2005). These parameters are shown here

with respect to the altitude (Fig. A2). The only fixed parameter in

the ionospheric modelling is α, its value is 1.67 × 10−13 m3 s−1.

We note that the electron density ne and the electron-neutral colli-

sion frequency μen are shown here only for general discussion. The

electrons are not explicitly included in our computation but instead

their value ne is obtained from the plasma neutral hypothesis (9).

As described in the main text and in accordance with the

literature (e.g. Schunk & Nagy 2000), our ionospheric model is

based on the dynamic evolution of the three ions O+, NO+, O+
2

constituting the main ionosphere (Fig. A2). We emphasize that the

major perturbation is observed in the O+ density constituting the

F region, where the tsunamigenic ionospheric perturbations were

principally observed.

In the Fig. A3, the magnetic inclination from the geomagnetic

global model IGRF (Lowes 2005) is shown at the longitude 0◦ and

with respect to the geographical latitude and ionospheric altitude.

The magnetic inclination showed here is used in the 2-D modelling

presented in the main text. The magnetic inclination plays a a major

role in the neutral–plasma coupling, as well as in the background

structure of the ionosphere (e.g. the equatorial anomaly Schunk &

Nagy 2000).
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